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IEEE Region 8 Today is the News Portal of the IEEE Region 8, sharing with IEEE members the great work being done on our Region. In addition to that, IEEE Region 8 Today aims to give the opportunity to people who are not familiar with the IEEE, to have the chance to meet and understand what the IEEE is, by its members’ actions.
Goals

• Becoming the Region 8 Voice.
• To share the most-recent news happening in the Region 8.
• To keep our readers CONNECTED and UPDATED.
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Visits Statistics (I)

- EiC couldn’t access the visitors statistics due to technical issues.

- Number of reads of the latest 2022 posts until 16 March 2022:
  - Call for Nominations: IEEE Medals & Recognitions (233 Reads)
  - First Ever Hybrid IEEE WIE International Leadership Summit in Italy! (214 Reads)
  - Call for Papers: 27th IEEE Symposium on Computers and Communications (ISCC 2022) (58 Reads)
  - Call for Nominations IEEE WIE Awards 2022 (36 Reads)
Visits Statistics (II)

- **Instagram Statistics:**
  - We upgraded to Instagram Professional Account

+160 Followers
+10 Likes for latest posts and stories
+40 Stories Views
Process of obtaining content/information & Publishing

Process of obtaining content/information
- Contributors and Editors (Regional, Sections, AG, and SBs levels)
- PnCs Contribution Submission Template
- Digital Tracking
- IEEE eNotice

Platforms of Publishing
- IEEE Region 8 Today Webpage
- IEEE R8 Today Social Media Platforms (Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram)

Publishing Frequency
- The aim is to keep the portal updated and to publish the most recent activities/news in the region
Continues Plans

- Sharing more R8-related content and hot-topics
- Expanding the audience reach
- Having contributors from all over the region (Call for Contributors)
New Posts (I)

- Call for Nominations IEEE WIE Awards 2022
- Call for Papers: 27th IEEE Symposium on Computers and Communications (ISCC 2022)

The IEEE Women in Engineering (WIE) awards program recognizes WIE members and WIE Affinity Groups who have made outstanding contributions.
New Posts (II)

- **First Ever Hybrid IEEE WIE International Leadership Summit in Italy!**
- **Call for Nominations: IEEE Medals & Recognitions**
Visit and Follow Us!

- **Website:** region8today.ieeer8.org
- **Instagram:** r8today
  (www.instagram.com/r8today)
Thank you!

Hazar Oklah: hazaroklah@hotmail.com

Stamatis Dragoumanos: sdragou@gmail.com

Fatma Alzamel: Fatmazamil55@gmail.com

IEEE Region 8 Today: r8today@gmail.com